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Introduction
David Murphy
David is the General Manager of AquaTT and a Co-founder of Intrigo Ltd
(founded in 2017). David originally trained as a marine biologist. He has 19
years of experience in European funding programmes.
He has overseen the growth strategy of AquaTT to make them a leader in
Knowledge Management Activities. AquaTT participated in 17 FP7 projects
and currently has a portfolio of 18 H2020 projects. Intrigo has 4 H2020
projects.
David provides advice, consultancy and training in funding procurement to
Universities, public bodies and companies across Europe.
Marieke Reuver
Marieke is the Programme Manager in AquaTT and a Co-founder and
Director of Intrigo Ltd. Marieke has a background in Animal Science (MSc)
with an aquaculture specialisation from Wageningen University (the
Netherlands). She has over 13 years of experience in European funding
procurement and project implementation, including Lifelong Learning
Programmes, Interreg, FP6, FP7 and H2020.
Marieke leads a team of Project Officers responsible for implementation of
AquaTT’s and Intrigo’s portfolio of European Union funded projects.
Marieke’s work focuses on knowledge management and transfer,
communication and dissemination, as well as stakeholder engagement and
education, across international, multi-disciplinary projects.

Who we are
• Intrigo is a young Irish SME (Established March 2017)

• Set up by senior staff in AquaTT
• Multidisciplinary team with professional backgrounds in scientific
research, education, business, graphic design and communication
• Over 60 person years worth of experience in EC funding programmes
• Specialise in bridging the gap from science to policy, industry and
society

Our Offering

• Impact Partner: We devise best practice work packages, and
responses to Section 2 of the application form and then lead
the knowledge management aspects of projects
• Strategic Services: funding opportunity mapping, training
and capacity building, project design and writing, project
management, communication and dissemination, knowledge
transfer, impact measurement.

Our Strategic Approach to H2020
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

We are strategic in pursuing opportunities – our
resources are limited
We understand the EU funding system and
monitor developments
We understand the full lifecycle, working at
pre-funding, implementation and close out of
projects
We network a lot
We know that it is not just about writing lots of
applications

Approach for this Session
A holistic approach to scoring well on impact in
H2020 bids
a)

Strategic considerations

b)

Practical tips and examples

The Pre-Award Iceberg
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Lifecycle

1. EXPLORATION

Take Home Message
Research Prioritisation / Policy Context
- Know the overarching policy context
- Know the specific research policy context of
the funding call
- Know the origin of the call topic

Know What Underpins H2020


Overarching Policy



Understanding Research Funding Drivers



Policy Actors and Networks



Origin of Work Programmes and Call Topics?
Tip: Although the policy landscape
is dense and difficult to interact
with, you will need to know the
policy drivers relevant to your
area of research – and you will
need to reference these policy
drivers in your application.

Understand Policy Context
✓

Policy (examples):
 Europe 2020
 Innovation Union
 UN SDG’s

✓

EU Directives / Key Policies (examples):
 Common Agriculture Policy (CAP)
 FOOD 2030
 Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
 Habitats Directive
 Water Framework Directive (WFD)

✓

Network and Key Initiatives (examples):
 Joint Programming Initiatives (JPIs)
 European Technology Platforms (ETPs)
 Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)
 European Innovation Partnerships
 Specific Sectoral/Regional Strategies

1. EXPLORATION

Take Home Message
Networking
- Essential skill for funding procurement
- Gather intelligence everywhere and anywhere
(opportunities, competition, policy context….)

Networking for Knowledge and Partnerships
1. Understand the policy context of call topics
2. Understand and Influence research priorities
3. Network with others who are influencing (likely to be
connected to strong consortia)
4. Identify potential competition
5. Create a strong consortium
6. Advance notice of opportunities coming down the line
Tip: The most under rated skill in
funding procurement. The more
networked you are, the more you are
going to be able to a) gather
intelligence and b) expose yourself to
opportunities

1. EXPLORATION

Take Home Message
Go / No-Go Decision
-

Establish your own criteria for decision making
Assess chance of success
Ensure you have resources to be competitive
Fully commit to your applications
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2. FORMATION

Take Home Message
Suitable Project Design
- Design that explicitly responds to call
- Integrated project design
- Fit to win but also implement effectively

Strawman: Short Concept Note
Coordinator/core team to write ~2-3 pages on the initial
project concept/design (Strawman) to include:
• Call topic (Official) and conditions (yellow marker exercise)
• Working title (explicit response to call topic)
• Objectives (explicit response to call topic)
• Background (set the policy context for bid)
• Impact (define an impact vision for the project)
• Phases of work (pert)
• Work Packages Outline (gant with WP titles and tasks)
• Budget (initial weighting of effort across WPs)
• Consortium (who is confirmed, who is needed)

Challenge yourself
Does your concept fit with the call topic?
Why is this research needed? What is the context for this call?
Do you know the history of why this call topic exists? Who may have lobbied for it?
Do you know the “state-of-the-art” in the field and how you will go beyond it? Do
you know the existing effort in the area (e.g. current and recently past projects)?

Do you know who your competition could be?
Are you confident that you can achieve the “Expected impacts”? Can it be
addressed with the budget provided?
Do you think you can build a top consortium that could compete internationally?
Does it have to be multi-disciplinary, multi-actor…?
Does your project design 100% fit with the call topic?

2. FORMATION

Take Home Message

Consensus on project Vision, Approach, Design
-

Common vision of project outcomes
Project design that addresses call topic
Agreement on weighting of effort/budget
Sign off on strawman by full partnership

2. FORMATION

Take Home Message

Impact Focused Bid
- Strawman and Project design underpins all project
writing
- Ensures a cohesive approach to writing bid
- Reduces risk of hard negotiations later
- Reduces risk of extensive time spent harmonising
content

QUESTIONS SO FAR?
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3. EXECUTION

Take Home Message
Build up your proposal
- Agree on structure
- Core Writing Team
- Explicit reference back to call topic & call Impacts
- WP titles > WP objectives > Deliverables >Task Titles >
Task Descriptions
- Delegate writing across partnership but provide templates,
writing style, guidance

Part B / Section 2. IMPACT

credit: Azote Images for Stockholm Resilience Centre

Part B / Section 2. IMPACT / The Theory

2.1. Expected Impacts
RIA & IA
Describe how your project will contribute to:
• 2.1.1. Each of the expected impacts mentioned in the work programme, under the relevant topic
• 2.1.2. Any substantial impacts not mentioned in the work programme, that would enhance
innovation capacity; create new market opportunities, strengthen competitiveness and growth of
companies, address issues related to climate change or the environment, or bring other important
benefits for society.

2.1.3. Describe any barriers/obstacles, and any framework conditions (such as regulation,
standards, public acceptance, workforce considerations, financing of follow-up steps,
cooperation of other links in the value chain), that may determine whether and to what extent
the expected impacts will be achieved. (This should not include any risk factors concerning
implementation, as covered in section 3.2.)

Section 2.1: IMPACT / The Practice
2.1 Expected Impacts
2.1.1 Describe clearly how your project will contribute to each
of the expected impacts set out in the work programme, under
the relevant topic

TIPS:
✓ Number sections to correspond to application form (in this case: 2.1.1);
✓ Be specific – add references back to WPs, Tasks, Deliverables
✓ Provide only information that applies to the proposal and the objectives –
read topic text very carefully
✓ Use indicators and targets where possible, and quantify them in a credible
and convincing way – ask WP leaders (on time) for stats on their parts
✓ Break this section down and address each ‘Expected Impact’ in a table
(preferred) or narrative format

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)
1. Copy-paste ‘Expected
Impacts’ into table
REDACTED for external use

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Copy-paste ‘Expected
Impacts’ into table
2. Address ‘Expected
Impacts’ explicitly and
one by one.

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Copy-paste ‘Expected
Impacts’ into table
2. Address ‘Expected
Impacts’ explicitly and
one by one.
3. Use specific references
to tasks and
stakeholders involved

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Copy-paste ‘Expected
Impacts’ into table
2. Address ‘Expected
Impacts’ explicitly and
one by one.
3. Use specific references
to tasks and
stakeholders involved
4. Refer to e.g. Technology
Readiness Level (TRL)
increase (IA)

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (2)
5. No table format,
but designed
REDACTED for external use

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (2)

REDACTED for external use

5. No table format,
but designed
6. Use specific
references to
Deliverables

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (2)

REDACTED for external use

5. No table format,
but designed
6. Use specific
references to
Deliverables
7. Explain how the
project will
improve xxx by
delivering results
that are faster,
cheaper and
safer…

Section 2.1: IMPACT
2.1 Expected Impacts (continued)

Considerations (1)
✓ Be realistic on impacts. You are operating with limited time and
resources. Any talk of “saving Europe” or similar through just your
one project is not realistic and will be treated as such.
✓ Impact should be thought about from the beginning and
throughout the project: how will your expected outputs reach your
end users and benefit them so it adds real value.
✓ Remember that your project must contribute towards and enhance
the competitiveness of the EU, so your results should (better,
faster, cheaper, safer, cleaner, healthier) solve current challenges.
✓ Your project must have a market or strategic impact in Europe.

Section 2.1: IMPACT / The Practice
2.1 Expected Impacts
2.1.2 Describe clearly how your project will contribute to
any substantial impacts not mentioned in the work
programme, that would enhance innovation capacity (only
for RIA and IA, not CSA)

TIPS:
• Examples are mentioned in the guidance template, address
each relevant one: new market opportunities, strengthen
competitiveness and growth of companies, address climate
change, etc.
• Again, add a (titled) heading for each substantial impact, and
address by trying to make use of tables and graphs as much as
possible
• Keep referring back to WPs / Tasks to keep it concrete

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
to every other
substantial expected
impact: Market Potential

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
to every other
substantial expected
impact: Market Potential
2. Again, refer to relevant
Tasks

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
to every other
substantial expected
impact: Market Potential
2. Again, refer to relevant
Tasks
3. List main justifications
in a Table, per main
output / solution

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
to every other
substantial expected
impact: Market Potential
2. Again, refer to relevant
Tasks
3. List main justifications
in a Table, per main
output / solution
4. Quantify rather detailed
market expectations
per expected output
(increased turnover, cost
reduction, etc.)

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (2)

REDACTED for external use

1. Example RIA project,
lower TRL level
2. Expected Impacts are
not as much in terms of
market opportunities,
but other Impact, e.g:
• More sustainable
fisheries
management
• Better informed
future policymaking
etc.

Section 2.1: IMPACT / An Example (3)

REDACTED for external use

Overview table on
Project Impact
Pathways
illustrating the
links between
outputs, associated
expected outcomes
and expected
larger scale
societal impacts

Section 2.1.3: IMPACT / The Theory
2.1 Expected Impacts
2.1.3 Describe any barriers/obstacles, and any framework
conditions that may determine whether and to what extent
the expected Impacts will be achieved.

TIPS:
✓ This is your analysis of what can ruin potential societal impact of your
project (not to be confused with scientific risks within the project).
✓ What and who might influence the implementation of solutions
provided by the project? (e.g. regulations, public acceptance, etc)
✓ This analysis (or lack of) will show the evaluators if your claims under
expected impact are realistic and feasible.
✓ Here you are dealing with conditions outside the project that could
hinder impact. It is not the risks inherited in all research projects.

Section 2.1.3: IMPACT / Example
2.1.3 Expected Impacts – barriers & obstacles

REDACTED for external use

1. Identify projectspecific barriers

Section 2.1.3: IMPACT / Example
2.1.3 Expected Impacts – barriers & obstacles

REDACTED for external use

1. Identify projectspecific barriers
2. Assess possibility
of occurrence

Section 2.1.3: IMPACT / Example
2.1.3 Expected Impacts – barriers & obstacles

REDACTED for external use

1. Identify projectspecific barriers
2. Assess possibility
of occurrence
3. Develop strategy
for resolution or
mitigation

Section 2.1 IMPACT / Common Pitfalls
Outcomes NCP survey: "What do you find are the
common pitfalls & weakness of section 2.1?”
(Source: NCP Academy Training Day, Dublin, December 2017)

1. ‘Impact section not relating project activities to call expected impacts’ (12
responses)
2. ‘Text being too generic, unclear, overlong, repetitive and/or vague’ (12
responses)
3. ‘Lacking detail on impact achievement including measurement’ (8
responses)
4. ‘Lack of understanding of market’ (8 responses)
5. ‘Focusing only/mostly on academic impact’ (7 responses)
6. ‘Post project activities not declared sufficiently’ (1 response)
7. ‘Confusing impact with dissemination’ (1 response)

Section 2.1: IMPACT / QUESTIONS?

Section 2.2: IMPACT / The Theory
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impact
CSA, RIA, IA
a) Dissemination & Exploitation of Results
•
•
•
•

Draft ‘Plan for the Dissemination and Exploitation of the Project’s Results’
Include a Business Plan where relevant
Research Data Management
Strategy for Knowledge Management and Protection

b) Communication activities
Describe the proposed communication measures for promoting the project and its
findings during the period of the grant. Measures should be proportionate to the
scale of the project, with clear objectives. They should be tailored to the needs of
different target audiences, including groups beyond the project's own community.

Note: Section 2: Headings are the same, guidance is very slightly different.

Section 2.2: IMPACT / The Practice
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
a: Dissemination & Exploitation of Results
✓ Draft Plan for the Dissemination and Exploitation of the Project
Results (admissibility condition => not included = ineligible)
✓ Include: Business Plan (where relevant: IA), Knowledge
Management and Protection Strategy, Open Research Data

TIPS (1):
• Get familiar with terminology (Communication, Dissemination,
Exploitation)
• Make sure you create at least 1 dedicated Work Package on
Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation (Implementation
Section) and align with section 2.2
• Consider including 2 dedicated WPs, particularly for Innovation Actions;
one dedicated to Knowledge Management & Transfer = Exploitation

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / The Practice
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
a: Dissemination & Exploitation of Results
TIPS (2):
• Your DEP must convince the evaluators that your claim in
section 2.1 are plausible.
• Strongly advise to start with a comprehensive analysis of
potential stakeholders / end users to inform your Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy →
• Insert a Table listing each stakeholder group, how you
engage with them and what the expected impact will be

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)
REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)
REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
2. Add Table: Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)
REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
2. Add Table: Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy
3. Group your stakeholders
in main types

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)
REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
2. Add Table: Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy
3. Group your stakeholders
in main types
4. Show how you engage
each of the main groups;
what are your tools?

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)
REDACTED for external use

1. Add dedicated heading
2. Add Table: Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy
3. Group your stakeholders
in main types
4. Show how you engage
each of the main groups;
what are your tools?
5. Explain what the
expected impact of
engagement is

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (2)

REDACTED for external use

1. Stakeholders
(called target &
end users here)
are grouped
2. Per group, what is
the objective of
engaging
3. How are you going
to reach them, in
terms of
materials and
activities

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / The Practice
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
a: Dissemination & Exploitation of Results
Considerations (1):
• Should contain measures to be implemented during AND after end of
project
• Business Plan (IA): describe a credible path to deliver innovations to
market and include concrete partner responsibilities
• Clarify approach in DEP
• Add Task / Deliverable to implement during project
• Include TRL level indications; starting point and end point, and explain
how you’ll reach the higher TRL

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / The Practice
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
a: Dissemination & Exploitation of Results
Considerations (2):
• Describe Research Data Management → include DMP as deliverable
• Include IPR Strategy → set up an appropriate CA, clearly and
appropriately outlining issues per partner (involve your legal department)

• Include Knowledge Management methodology / approach and in
particular how you plan to transfer results to each relevant end user
group
• Include this in your WP on Comm, Diss, Exploitation to make sure it’s
integrated in the project design
• Open Access → ensure budget!

• Don’t forget GDPR!

Section 2.2.a: IMPACT / An Example (1)

REDACTED for external use

✓ All H2020 project DEPs are
Publicly available → check
out good ones
✓ Include shortened version in
section 2.2 and as task
(implementation) in your WP
on diss/comm/expl
✓ Considered by partners as yet
another report, while they
should all be aware and
involved → we make as
practical as possible
✓ Protocols
✓ Obligations & Roles

Section 2.2b: IMPACT / The Theory
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
b: Communication Activities
▪ Describe the proposed communication measures for promoting
the project and its findings during the period of the grant.
▪ Measures should be proportionate to the scale of the project,
with clear objectives.
▪ They should be tailored to the needs of different target
audiences, including groups beyond the project’s own community

Section 2.2b: IMPACT / The Practice
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
b: Communication Activities
TIPS (1):
• Have a strategy:
• Why do you need to communicate? What is the overall goal? → Make
a plan based on your strategy first, otherwise you end up with a
loose collection of activities that might not give value but only a lot
of work
• You communication activities can be seen as a way of enabling your
impact goals. If you communicate to the right stakeholders through the
right channels, you make them want the results you disseminate to them
later on. Your plans for exploitation will also be easier to implement if
your stakeholders are well-informed.
• Communication is possible from day 1: start telling the outside world
what you plan to do and why. Exploitation is later in the project

Section 2.2b: IMPACT / An Example
2.2. Measures to Maximise Impacts
b: Communication Activities

REDACTED for external use

✓ Indicate your
Communication Tools and
Activities
✓ Highlight relevant end
users
✓ Include Targets

Section 2.2 IMPACT / The Practice
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination, Outreach and
Exploitation
Considerations (1):
Link back to section 2.2 – Measures to Maximise Impact
Include a Task on DEP implementation
Include a Task on Communication Tools and Activities
Include a Task (or WP!) on your Knowledge Management, Data Management
and Protection Strategy
• What is your methodology to capture, collect and exploit your results?
• How will you deal with Open Access and IPR requirements?
• Data Management Plan
• Include at least a Task (or WP(s)) on concrete Exploitation Activities (e.g.
training courses, brokerage workshops, policy events, online tools, etc.)
•
•
•
•

Section 2.2 IMPACT / An example (1)
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination, Outreach and
Exploitation

REDACTED for external use

1. Use prescriptive WP
Structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Task,
Task leader,
Partners involved
Duration

2. Short explanations
per Task, approachbased (particularly
KM)
3. Involve all partners

Section 2.2 IMPACT / An example (1)
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination, Outreach and
Exploitation
1. KT Task – examples:
REDACTED for external use

•
•
•
•
•

End user workshops
Training
Decision Support
Tool
Key Achievements
booklet
Roadmap for post
project actions

Section 2.2 IMPACT / An example (1)
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination, Outreach and
Exploitation

REDACTED for external use

1. Table for Deliverables.
Best Practice Examples:
•
•

•
•

DEP
Suite of
communication
resources & tools
DMP
Knowledge Transfer
Key Achievements
Report

Section 2.2 IMPACT / Examples
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation

Examples – Comm / Diss:

Websites &
social media

Factsheets
Newsletters
Videos

Section 2.2 IMPACT / Examples
Work Package: Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation

Examples – KT / Exploitation:
Online applications

Capacity Building Workshops
Brokerage Events

Training Courses
Policy Briefs

Section 2.2 IMPACT / Common Pitfalls
Outcomes NCP survey: "What do you find are the
common pitfalls & weakness of section 2.2?”
(Source: NCP Academy Training Day, Dublin, December 2017)

1. Dissemination and Exploitation plan not appropriate e.g. too vague, not creative
enough, overlooking partner involvement e.g. SMEs/Companies and lacking detail
specific to the proposal activities (24 responses)
2. Not identifying stakeholders/users including when they are partners (10 responses)
3. Poor communication strategy lacking concrete detail (9 responses)
4. Lack of clear exploitation/ownership of IP and detail of exploitable results (6
responses)
5. Misunderstanding the differences between dissemination, exploitation and
communication (5 responses)
6. Section too general or not specific to call (5 responses)
7. Focus on publications and conferences only (1 response)
8. Lack of analysis leading on market and barriers to innovation (2 response)
9. Lack of geographical reach (1 response)

Section 2.2: IMPACT / QUESTIONS?

Evaluation Considerations
Evaluators
•
•
•
•

Most evaluators are not native English speakers
Multi-actor panels
May not be aware of background policy to call
Some may have no experience of EC programmes and in particular H2020
applications
• Some are not technical experts on specific call topic

Process
•
•
•
•
•

Remote evaluations inside EC electronic system
Not a lot of time per bid
Probably don’t print bid
Not always aware of application form, most likely guided by IER template questions
Scoring is independent, at consensus stage experts can and commonly do change
scores
• Style of comments vary from bullet points to essays

Dealing with Variation across Evaluators
and Process
Tips


Don’t assume anything about the evaluators



Build up all sections of application, layering technical level so that the non-expert and
top expert get what they need from your descriptions



Write in plain clear language



Spell out anything sector specific e.g. acronyms….



Assume your evaluators are not familiar with H2020 application forms and the
evaluation process



Be explicit in addressing topic impacts



Ensure overall project design matches impact declarations



Structure sections strictly according to the application form, right content in right place



Specifically write your bid to address the evaluation criteria and call impacts

3. FINALISATION
Take Home Message
Think as an Evaluator
▪ Clear simple language
▪ Present a story, easy to read and
progressive
▪ Don’t make assumptions

Overall components to a strong grant
application:
▪ Creative, exciting, and worthy of funding
subject.
▪ Rigorous, well-defined experimental plan.
▪ Information is presented in clear
language.

Funding
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Lifecycle

4. FINALISATION
Take Home Message
Allow time to polish/harmonise
-

Will make the difference
Fresh eyes (NCPs, Consultants, colleagues)
Lots of proof reading
Ensure holistic bid across all content
Submit versions

4. FINALISATION
Take Home Message
Write it
Submit it
Forget it (until result is out)

Section 2.2: IMPACT / QUESTIONS?

Thank you
Please don’t hesitate to contact us:
✓ Partnership (knowledge management partner:
communication, dissemination, knowledge transfer /
exploitation)
Or
✓ Support services (strategy, advice, project development)
David Murphy & Marieke Reuver
Co-founders, INTRIGO Ltd.
David@intrigo.eu

Marieke@intrigo.eu

